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The purpose of this report is to share information on the impact that school improvement actions have had on 
pupils’ learning and progress over the course of this session.  It also states our self -evaluation grades for key 
quality indicators taken from “How Good is Our School 4 
 

Quality Indicator: Evaluation: 

1.3 Leadership of Change Good 

2.3 Learning, Teaching & Assessment Good 

3.1 Ensuring wellbeing, equity & inclusion Good 

3.2 Raising Attainment and Achievement Good 

 
These evaluations are based on our on-going self-evaluation processes up. Consultations involving pupils, parents 
and staff have helped us to evaluate our performance and identify areas for improvement particularly in the areas 
of delivering remote learning and supporting Health and Wellbeing.  Teacher’s judgements have been bas ed on 
in-school learning evidence, expected continuous progress and evidence to support these decisions.  Oakbank 
School has very good capacity for continuous improvement and will continue to work with its school community as 
we strive for excellence and equity for all pupils. Our school is committed to taking forward National Improvement 
Drivers and Local priorities through our annual School Improvement Plan (SIP). 

 
 

Attendance, Attainment and Achievement 
Attainment data for each pupil is recorded in Literacy and Numeracy and reported at key stages e.g., P1, P4 & 
P7. The variety of data and evidence we collect indicates the following: 
 

• Most children in P1 have achieved Early Level in Listening &Talking, Reading, Writing and Numeracy.  

• Almost all children in P4 have achieved First Level in Listening &Talking, Most in Reading, and the 
Majority in Writing and Numeracy. 

• Almost all children in P7 have achieved Second Level in Listening & Talking, Most in Reading and 
Numeracy and the Majority in Writing. 
 

Across all stages there are several children on track to achieve the appropriate level earlier than national 
expectations. There is a slight decrease in attainment in writing. 
 
Arriving on time and attending school is essential for pupil learning and progress. The Attendance figure for 
2021/22 is 92.6% which is equal to the PKC average of 92.6% This is a slight decrease from previous years due 
to Covid related absences. 
 
P1, P4 and P7 pupils undertook SNSAs this session with the results being analysed, along with a wide range of 
teacher assessments to identify progress, next steps and to support teachers' professional judgement on the 
achievement of a level. We also undertook reading and spelling assessments which enhances our understanding 
of progress and attainment.  Identified stage groups were targeted for support in writing. Most children made 
progress in these areas. Assessment is for Learning is embedded throughout the school and this informs our 
day-to-day teaching practice. 
 
This session we have used our Pupil Equity Funding to employ a teacher for 2 days a week for Term 4 to support 
additional needs and targeted interventions across the school as well as to support further training for staff in the 
Read Write Inc. A further 18 i-pads were received from Scottish Government funding to support learners in 
school.  
 
Further outdoor learning equipment was also purchased to support learning outdoors, as well as developing a 
support base ‘hub’ to support learners in mainstream who require additional support.  Evaluations of these 
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pupils and this is an area of focus for next session.  



interventions show that they are having a positive impact. We funded training for a further two staff in Self-
Regulation. A Covid Recovery Teacher was appointed for two terms of interventions and then covered a vacancy 
within the school from Easter to Summer.  
 
The school has celebrated many successes. We held a whole school Scottish Poetry competition. All pupils and 
staff participated in a very successful Danceathon to raise money for school funds and a whole school Jubilee 
Celebration provided a sense of ‘togetherness’ following reduction in Covid mitigations. Some P6s and P7s 
benefitted from the County Sports event. P7 pupils benefited from attending Willowgate rather than a residential 
trip. 
 
 Through our outdoor learning focus, connections have been made with environmental services such as the 
Nursery and P6 undertook the RHET potato project, Eco schools pocket garden project and visits to the 
Community farm. P2 worked with the RSPB and P5 with RHET on ‘grow your own loaf’. P6 learners worked with 
the Tree Council. 
 
Visitors to the school in Term 4 from i-bike supported the outdoor learning programme. SEESAW continued to 
profile learner’s progression across the four contexts for learning and supported learning, communication of 
successes as well as general communication with parents and carers in school and nursery. 
 
Weekly assemblies continued virtually and in Term 4 returned to some in person assemblies in departments. Our 
Star Award winners for learning in school were celebrated as well as out of school achievements. We provided 
regular updates through the HT monthly parents newsletter, Seesaw announcements and developed a new 
school website. 
 
Parent contact sessions and most Child plan meetings continued virtually. An in -person parent information 
evening supported transition for Nursery -P1 and information for P7-S1 was electronically communicated. 
 
We also received a positive unannounced visit from Care Inspectorate in June. 
 

Learning 

 
Most of our pupils are enthusiastic and positive in their learning and many are independent, active learners. 
Throughout the nursery and school, children receive positive learning experiences. In nursery it was noted during 
the Care Inspectorate visit  that there was a nurturing and caring ethos Warm and responsive relationships were 
evident in both school and nursery. 
 
Through the improvement work on the CIRCLE resource and Emotion Works, staff made use of effective 
intervention processes to support Health & Wellbeing. This session we used literacy to deliver HWB work on 
emotions. Staff report that they have seen an impact on the developments, understanding and vocabulary of 
pupils in this area.   
 
The focus on outdoor learning saw an increase in learners being more active in their learning as staff increased 
in confidence in this area through training to deliver learning outdoors in a purposeful way. In nursery, children 
developed their real-life learning experiences through the ‘Food for Thought’ project by planting and growing their 
own food. The nursery has utilised the community by taking children on visits to local areas and Perth Community 
Farm. Links with RHET, Woodland Trust and the Tree Council have been forged. 
 
The IT working group created a bank of digital resources for staff to support the teaching of IT in the classroom. 
The learning profile was also updated to support digital profiling for learners.  
 
We have continued to expand our understanding of Play Based Learning in P1 through practit ioner enquiry, 
which has had a positive impact on children’s listening skills, engagement in pupil voice and taking part in 
learning conversations. This was supported by an ECP in P1. 
 
Read Write Inc. was rolled out into P2 classes which is having a positive impact. All staff using it are now well 
informed of the programme. 
 
As a school we developed our awareness of Children’s Rights (UNCRC) through Assembly work and class focus 
on this. 
 

Leadership 
The quality and impact of leadership within schools and at all levels, including all members of staff. All members of 
staff have a leadership responsibility linked to the school improvement priorities. This contributes to a shared 
understanding of our collective responsibility to be the best that we can be as a school community. Working parties 
were developed in the following areas: Emotion Works, Self-Regulation, profiling and digital technology, Play in 
P1, outdoor learning and literacy development (Read Write Inc). These will continue next session. Within the 
nursery, staff also had responsibility for specific actions, planning, communication and environment.  



 
Some support staff undertook CALM theory training and all undertook assistive technology training.  
Staff have undertaken training in Play in P1, Read Write Inc. literacy approach, Self -Regulation, Use of the CIRCLE 
approach and Outdoor learning to enhance their skills. 
 
Our positive ethos is linked to our House System, and House Captains take a leadership responsibility in planning 
House Activities. P7s supported P1 pupils through a variety of outdoor planned activities. P7s also led assemblies 
on the rights of the child as part of our development work. P6 pupils undertook ‘buddy training’ to support the new 
P1 intake for next session. Pupils in P7 managed this session to develop their leadership skills and understanding 
as Global Citizens through participation in the Junior Forester Award. The Pupil Council met with Tayside Contracts 
to discuss school menus and gathered learner’s views on our school uniform. The Eco committee was reformed 
this session and introduced a composting initiative and Fruity Friday.  
 
The Nursery continued to provide 1140 hours of early learning and childcare and regularly sought parent/carer 
views through online surveys. A family support worker provided parental workshops within school and community 
on Bookbug and Eat well Play well. 
 
Staff have been leaders of learning within their classrooms and playrooms, looking at improvements and 
adaptations to the physical environment, displays and teaching approaches using the CIRCLE resource for 
inclusive classrooms. All staff undertook audits using an inclusive classroom scale and participation scale. 
 
As a school we continue to seek parent and carer views on a matter of school related issues.  
 
The Parent Council continues to support the school with fundraising and involvement in discussions relating t o 
school matters.  
 
Despite our physical separation for most of the school year, our connection across our school community has 
remained strong and positive. The use of digital technology has maintained communication with the school 
community through SEESAW profiles, Child Plan Meetings, Parent Contact sessions, and virtual assemblies on 
Microsoft Teams.   
 
 

Improvement Priorities 2021-2022 
 

We will continue to focus on the following priorities:  
 

• Continue to raise attainment and further develop consistency of standards in Learning and Teaching 

approaches across the school to support the inclusion of all learners through a positive and enabling 

environment (writing approaches, play based and outdoor learning, inclusive approaches)  

• Raising attainment in reading by building capacity in the teaching and assessment of reading skills, 

alongside building a positive reading culture through parental engagement (Read Write Inc in P1)  

• Promote knowledge and understanding of the UNCRC to embed a Right Respecting approach for a ll 


